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Book 5 head one which meanwhile with the conducting and command of Alexander even in Greeks or Illyrias and Thrace the borne are, if with his/her/their each to the times I will have wished to return, are the to be cut short things to Asia, which certainly towards the flight and the death of Dareus whole into the view to be given and, as adhere between himself, thus with the need him/it/theirself to be connected not little more closely is able to be seen. 

Then, which are with the battle at with the adjoining Arbela, I will begin to say. 

Dareus had reached the middles almost at night with Arbela, and with same of the great part of the friends of him/it and the chance had forced the flight of the soldiers. 

With which assembled explains, not to doubt himself, that Alexander the most famous cities and the fields abundant with the all plenty of the things might be soon petitioning: 

The rich booty and prepared him/it/theirself and you may fight of him/it to observe. 

Ide with his/her/their things of the heel in the position to the health to have been, obviously with himself abandoned wife with the unencumbered hand soon petitioning. 

The most far of his/her/their power hitherto to be untouched, thence soon renewing I fight the strengths not scarcely. 

The most greedy tribe might occupy reasonably the treasure and might satisfy with himself to the gold out of the long hunger, soon O future to the booty to himself: 

With the use to have learned the rich in furniture and the mistresses and the streams of the eunuchs the nothing other to have been, as the loads and the hindrances: 

Likewise the drawing Alexander, with which things before s/he/it might have conquered, more below to have been. 

The full with the all men of the desperation was being seen the speech, obviously Babylon, the most wealthy city, I have given with the sifting: 

I will go [Susa], I will go the other equipments of the power, the cause of the war, the conqueror soon occupying. 

But that goes on to teach not beautiful with saying, but with the use the necessities in opposite things to have following: 

With the iron to be borne the wars, not with the gold, with the men, not with the roofs of the cities: 

In all respects to follow the armed men. 

Thus his/her/their ancestors struck in the beginning of the things quickly former to have renewed the chance. 

Therefore or you strengthen with the minds of them, or the command more as the debate with the following the boundaries of Media the entry is. 

Somewhat after with Alexander Arbela are delivered, with the regal furniture and with the rich full treasure: 

4 thousands the talent have been, besides O rich in garments, more whole, as above the saying is, with the powers piled up of the army into that seat. 

With the advancing strongly then with the sicknesses, the scent of the corpses with the whole with the plains lying had published which, more early has moved the camps. 

With the going from left part Arabia was being, with the fruitfulness of the scents the noble area. 

The of a level field journey is in the land between the tiger and [Euphraten] with the lying, so with the fertile and fat, in order that from the pasture to be repelled the cattle are said, lest the satiety destroys. 

The cause of the fruitfulness is the fluid, which out of to both places the river flows, with the whole almost with the ground near the blood-vessels of the waters re-sweating. 

Himself rivers out of the mountains of Armenia emanate and with the great then with the separation of the waters the journey, have began which, run through: 

2 thousands and five hundred stades they have measured out, which have observed the most great interval around the mountains of Armenia. 

It same when they have began to cut the lands of Media and Gordyaeuses, gradually into more close they collect and, where more far they flow, the lands relinquish more narrow this between himself the space. 

The neighbours are especially in the plains, call which Mesopotamia of the inhabitant: 

The middle insomuch as from to both places the side they close. 

They invade it same through the boundaries into of Babylonians the red sea. 

Alexander with the fourth camps about [Mennin] reaches the city. 

The hollow is there, out of which the spring showers huge the strength of the bitumen, so far that enough is agreed the Babylonian huge walls of the need of this spring with the bitumen inter-smeared to be. 

Moreover Babylon with the proceeding Alexander Mazaeus, which out of the sharpness into that city had fled, with the grown up children the suppliant opposes the city you follow! abandoning. 

The pleasing arrival of him/it to the king has been, obviously the siege of the great need was being future so of the defended city. 

Towards this the bright man and with the hand willing and with the rumour also with the most nearest battle famous and soon enraging with the example was being seen other towards the surrender of himself. 

Therefore indeed this kindly with you are pleased s/he/it removes: 

Moreover with the squared stream, him/it/theirself was leading which, just as into the sharpness they might go, orders to advance his/her/their. 

The great part greedy of Babylonians had stopped in the walls recognising the new king, more they are against of the egress. 

Between which Bagophans, of the citadel and palace to the money the guard, lest was being conquered with the eagerness from Mazaeus, the whole journey with the flowers and crowns had strewed with the silvery altars to both places laterally disposed, which not with the frankincense only, but had heaped with the all scents. 

The gifts were following him/it the flocks of the cattle and horses, the lions likewise and panther-al with the hollows were being preferred. 

The wise-men then with his/her/their custom the song grey, after these of Chaldaen and Babylonians not the prophets only, but also the artists with the chords of his/her/their specie were going: 

The praises these usual of the kings to sing, Chaldaens of the stars the movements and have showed the stood turns of the times. 

The horsemen then Babylonian with his/her/their and with the habitation of the horses towards the luxury more, most far were going which towards the greatness with the exact. 

The king with the armed men crowded has ordered to go the commotion after of the townspeoples the most far infantries: 

Him/it/theirself with the chariot the city and has entered then the palace. 

With the following day the furniture of Dareus and s/he/it has recognised the all money. 

Moreover the beauty and the antiquity of him/it/theirself city not of the king only, but also turns the eyes into himself of the all men own not unjustly. 

With Samiramas had placed her/it, not, such as the mosts have believed, Belus, the palace of which is showed. 

The equipped wall with the baked biscuit, with the bitumen the inter-shore, the space 30 and surrounds into the width of the two feet: 

The team-of-fours between himself opposing without the danger are said to visit. 

The height of the wall 50 elbows projects with the space: 

The towers with the tenth feet as the wall are more high. 

The circuit of the whole need 365 stades is embraced: 

The building perfect of the apiece stades with the apiece days to be to the memory projected s/he/it is. 

The buildings are not applied with the walls, but are away almost the space to the jugerum of the one. 

And lest indeed whole the city with the roofs they have occupied through 80 stades s/he/it was being inhabited nor the incessant everything they are, I believe, because more safe vision is with the more places to be scattered. 

For the rest they entwine and they till, as, if the outward strength advances strongly, with the blockaded the foods out of the ground of him/it/theirself city may be supplied. 

Euphrates flows between and with the pedestals of the great mass [coerecetur]. 

But the huge hollows encircle the size of the all needs, into the height firmly planted towards taking attack of the river, which, where the peak of the adjacent pedestal has passed, might seize the roofs of the city, unless were being the caves and the lakes, which might remove. 

With the biscuit of the very dried wood built they are: 

The whole need with the bitumen is bound. 

The stony bridge to the river imposed joins the city. 

This likewise between the wonderful the work of Eastern lands is counted: 

Obviously Euphrates bears the high mud, where inside towards the foundations throwing with the carried out hardly they have discovered only sufficient to the firm need: 

The sands but constantly O heaped and with the stones, which bridge is supported, of the attached delay the river, which upheld more sharply, which if was going along with the free running, is pushed against. 

Have the citadel with the each circuit 20 stades embraced. 

30 feet are into the land of the towers the low foundations, towards 80 top of the fortification the peak reaches. 

Over the citadel, publishing with the stories of Greeks the wonder, the hanging gardens are, most high the height of the walls leveling and with the shade and height of the much trees of the pleasant place. 

With the stone the piers, which support the whole load, equipped are, over the pounding-vessel with the squared stone of the suns the coverlet is patient to the land, inject the high which, and of the fluid, with which moisten the lands: 

And so far the masses support the strong trees, in order that the posts of them 8 the space elbows with the thickness level, project into 50 shepherd's crook the height and fruit-bearing may be, as if were being fed with his/her/their land. 

And when the antiquity not the needs of the suns with the hand made, but also may destroy him/it/theirself nature gradually with the hollowing, this mass, which so many with the roots trees is pressed and with the weight of the so great wood loaded is, uninjured hardens, obviously 20 wide feet support the walls,11 with the interval feet O distant, in order that are seen to threaten at a distance with the going to see with his/her/their mountains of the wood. 

The king of Syria with Babylon reigning this need to be ground to the memory is projected, with the love of the spouse conquered, which with the longing of the woods and woods in the of a level field places has forced the man the pleasantness of the nature to beget of this need to imitate. 

More by day in this city the king has stopped which anywhere, nor has harmed with the other place to the military teaching to the wise-men: 

The nothing of the city of him/it more incorrectly with the customs, the nothing towards exciting and alluring the beyond measure enthusiasms in better style. 

I have sex with to collect the children and the spouses with the hosts, but the price of the shame may be given, suffer the parents and the husbands. 

The convivial games with the whole Persia to the kings and with the dressed in purple to the heart are, Babylonians especially into the wine and, which follow the drunkenness, showered are. 

The feasts of the women entering in the beginning is restrained condition, then the cloaks undress the most high each and desecrate gradually the decency, towards the most far the honour with the ears may be had most within the covers abandon of the bodies. 

Nor this disgrace of the courtesans is, but of the wives and maidens, at which the politeness is had the cheapness of the common body. 

Between these shames the exercised that tamer to Asia through 34 days fed lavishly towards them, which were following, you divide! up not doubtfully more weak has been soon being, if had the enemy. 

Moreover where more small forfeiture might perceive, was being renewed repeatedly with the growth. 

Insomuch as has persuaded Amyntas of Andromenus from Antipatrus of Macedonians the infantries 6 thousands,500 besides of him/it same the horsemen of the specie, with these 600 Thracas with the adjoin infantries of his/her/their tribe 3 thousands 500 and out of Peloponnesus the hired soldier towards 4 thousands had developed with the nine hundred eighty horsemen. 

He/it same had persuaded Amyntas 50 the grown up children towards the protection princes of Macedonia of the body: 

Obviously between the courses these are of the king attendant and same the horses with the entering the battle apply and hunting accompany and the turns of the watches before the doors of the bedroom protect: 

And these growths of the great prefects and leaders are and the first lessons. 

Therefore the king to the citadel of Babylon with Agathon ordered to preside when with the seven hundred of Macedonians and with the three hundred with the pay to the leases the praetors, which to the area to Babylon and Cilicia might be present, Menet and of Apolloduses relinquishes. 

2 thousands with them with of the soldiers thousand talents given: 

To the each the teaching, in order that into the reinforcement the soldiers were gathering. 

Mazaeum presents the deserter [satrapea] to Babylon, Bagophan, which had delivered the citadel, has ordered to follow himself, Armenia of Mithrenus, Sardium to the traitor, the presents is. 

Out of the money then with Babylon the delivered with the horsemen of Macedonians the six hundred-each of the tribal denarius: 

The foreign horseman has taken the five hundred-each, the two hundred-each the feet, other the tribute of the two measured. 

The head 2 with these thus well-arranged into the area, which [satrapea] with Sittacen is called, reaches: 

The fertile land, with the plenty of the things and with the all supplies abundant. 

And so more by day there has halted and, lest you will sink with the leisure were dropping the minds, abandons the judges and the prizes new has displayed about military strength with the vying: 

The most strong which of the judge's office might be, with the one-each with the thousands of the soldiers soon being present were being. 

The first into this number with the plenty distributed they were calling then Greek commanders: 

Insomuch as before the 500- courts had been nor the prizes had gone of the strength. 

The huge the commotion of the soldiers had convened with the singular soon lying between to the contest, of the witness likewise of the each of the facts and about the judges soon bringing the opinion: 

Obviously is it not that with the true or wrong the honour to the each might be had, was being able to be disregarded not. 

The chief of the all men of the strength the cause is presented Atharrias more aged, which single omitted at [Halicarnasson] from the younger men had kindled the battle especially: 

The neighbour to him/it Antigens the look is: 

Augaeus has maintained the third place Philotas: 

The fourth to Amynta given: 

After these Antigonus and from him/it Lyncests Amyntas has been: 

The seventh place Theodotus, most beyond Hellanicus has maintained. 

In each teaching of the military thing from the ancestors delivered and s/he/it has moved the mosts tops with the usefulness. 

For with the row the horsemen in his/her/their each might be divided separately the tribe from the other, to the exempt with the crisis of the nations to the prefects not certainly of his/her/their tribes, but with the picked men assigns. 

The trumpet, with the camps have moved might wish, the indication was giving, whose noise generally of the misbehaving with the roar emerging not enough was being heard clearly: 

Therefore the pole, which on all might be able to be observed, decides above the headquarter, out of which the indication was projecting equally with the all men visible: 

Was being watched of the fire by night, the smoke in the daytime. 

And I will go Abulits [Susa] to him/it soon approaching, the prefect of the area of him/it, or with the order of Dareus, in order that the booty was upholding Alexander, or has sent with his/her/their free will the son against, the soon delivering himself city promising. 

Kindly the king has removed the young man and reaches with same leader about [Choaspin] the river, luxurious, as the rumour is, the bearing water. 

This opposes Abulits with the gifts of the royal wealth. 

The dromedaries the camels between the gifts were being of the select speed,12 elephants imported from Dareus out of India, I will go not the terror, as had expected, of Macedonians, but the help, the powers of the living towards the conqueror with the transfering chance. 

As truly the city s/he/it has entered, incredible out of the treasures s/he/it has carried out the sum to the money,50 thousands the talent of the silver not marked-out with the form, but with the undeveloped weight. 

The much kings had heaped the so great powers with the long age with the free and following, as were observing, one hour into the hands of the outward king has inflicted which. 

S/he/it has alighted then in the regal seat with the much more high as on behalf of the condition of the body. 

Thus, when the feet were touching not the first step, one out of the regal boys has supplied the table with the feet. 

And when the eunuch, which had been of Dareus, the king might have observed groaning, has required the cause to the sadness. 

That indicates Dareum usual to feed on into them, you follow! sacred the table towards the mockery recoiling of him/it without the tears not to be able to observe. 

The king shame violating has entered therefore the hospitable gods, and was ordering to be transferred now, when Philotas: 

' Truly most little you will have made these, the king, but the omen likewise you take!, the table, has nibbled out of which the courses of the enemy, with your feet to be lying near. 

' The king of Persia the boundary soon approaching [Susa] the city with Archelaus and has delivered of the protectors 3 thousand: 

To Xenophilus with the boxes the concern is entrusted thousand with the age heavy Macedonians to preside with the boxes to the protection ordered: 

Callicratuses of the treasures the tutelage relinquished: 

[satrapea] restored of the Susian area to Abulita. 

The mother likewise and you rule free into same with the city s/he/it deposits. 

And perhaps the Macedonian garments and the much woman the purple colour to the gift out of Macedonia to himself sent with these, which had made, to be delivered of Sisigambus orders with the all man insomuch as with the honour her/it and with the each responsibility of the son was escorting and has ordered to be admonished, as, if to the heart likewise the garment was being, to make might accustom her/it his/her/their granddaughters: 

To the gift himself, which might teach, to give. 

Towards this voice the rising tears have projected the mind of the despising that service: 

Obviously not the women take other more into the indignity of Persians, the hands of the wool have applied which. 

Announce, which [donta] had brought, sad to be [Sisigambim], and the worthy thing and with the excuse and comfort seen. 

Himself therefore reaches towards her/it and,' the mother,' says,' this garment, with which of the putting-on I am, of the sisters not the only gift, but also you see the need: 

Our men have cheated the customs with me. 

You beware!, I entreat, into the indignity you will have taken my ignorance. 

Which of your custom I have recognised to be, as I expect, abundantly they are protected. 

I know at you with the son in the view of the mother the sin to be to alight, unless with that s/he/it has relinquished: 

However often towards you I have came, while, in order that I was alighting, you might indicate, I have paused. 

Sinking down with me hedge you have wished to be adored: 

Cannot safely sentence-translate one word!
I have restrained. 

To the most pleasant mother to Olympiad the due name to you I return. 

' The head 3 Mitigatus the mind of him/it the king with the fourth camps reaches the river towards the tiger. 

[Pasitigrim] the inhabitants call: 

S/he/it rises in the mountains of Uxiuses and through 50 stades with the wooded banks steep between the stones s/he/it is rolled down. 

The plains take then him/it, disregards which more merciful cavity, I will go patient of the ships. 

600 the stades are more soft throne, through which with the gentle extent of the waters with the Persian sea penetrates himself. 

With the river overcome with 9 thousands of the infantries and with Agrianas and archers and the tribe of the hired Greeks with the thousands added reaches the thousand into the area of Thracians of Uxiuses. 

The neighbouring s/he/it is with Susas and into the first Persia s/he/it sallies, between himself of the skills and Susianuses approached relinquishing. 

Medats the prefect was being of the area, not reasonably the man of the times, obviously most far on behalf of the faith had decided to test. 

But they teach Alexander of the skilled of the places, the hidden journey to be through the rough tracks and the back from the city: 

If the few s/he/it had sent lightly armed, over the heads of the enemies soon evading. 

When the debate had pleased, same of the journeys have been the leaders. 

1000 and 500 pay of the lease and Agrianus almost 1000 Tauronuses to the prefect given and after the setting of the sun the journey to advance ordered. 

Himself with the third watch with the camps moved around the rising of the light overcomes the straits and the commas with the wood with the wickerworks and breastworks making, as, which might apply the towers, except the throwing of the dart might be, begins to besiege the city. 

Were being steep everything with the stones and rocks the hindrances. 

With the much therefore with the wounds expelled, as with which not with the enemy the ground, but also with the place to be fought might be, they were entering yet, because the king between the chiefs had stopped asking, so many the conquerors cities or might redden to stick in the siege of the small redoubt and ignoble, likewise admonishing Tauron soon the help to be soon bringing. 

Between these afar s/he/it was being petitioned: 

You may fight which with the opposite tortoise in order that s/he/it was withdrawing, they had been unable they were seeing to compel. 

At last s/he/it shows the bull over the citadel of the city with himself with his/her/their stream: 

Towards the view of which and the minds of the enemies to totter and Macedonians more sharp battle have began to enter. 

The doubtful the townspeoples the bad was pushing, nor the strength of the enemies was being able to be stopped. 

With the few towards dying, with the mores towards the flight the mind has been, the great part into the citadel has relinquished. 

Thence 30 speakers sent towards begging the sad answer from the king is returned: 

Not to be the place of the favour. 

Thus, with the each fear of the punishments struck, about [Sisigambim], Dareuses the mother, with the hidden journey and send unknown with the enemies, which might petition, in order that him/it/theirself was softening the king, not ignorant, her/it of the parent in the place of to be selected and of the distaff. 

And s/he/it had joined Medats of the sister of him/it the daughter with himself to the marriage, Dareum with the near kinsmen touching. 

By day with Sisigambas of the suppliants with the prayers s/he/it has fought back, refusing the supplication on behalf of those not to convene to the chance, into which s/he/it might be: 

And adds to fear himself, lest was wearying the leniency of the conqueror, and more often to think, captured to be with himself, which queen to have been. 

Towards the most far lived with the letters Alexander thus s/he/it has begged, in order that him/it/theirself was excusing, which might beg: 

To petition himself, as with those likewise, if less, to himself s/he/it might pardon: 

On behalf of the necessary and near with his/her/their, I will go not with the enemy, but with the suppliant, only the life to entreat. 

You rule the moderation and the mercy, which has been then, or the single these may be able to show the things: 

Not of Medatus to the manner has pardoned, but the all men and the devoted and captured and with the freedom and immunity has presented, relinquishes the city untouched, s/he/it has relinquished to till the fields without the tax. 

From the triumphant Dareus the mother might have obtained not the mores. 

Of Uxiuses then the tribe conquered Susian [satrapeae] s/he/it unites: 

And with the divided with Parmenion to the plenty orders to proceed that with the of a level field journey, him/it/theirself with the unencumbered stream of the continual mountains has captured, the continuous back of which into Persia sallies. 

With the all this area laid waste with the third day Persian, with the fifth you are disturbed, which those call Susidas you ~depilate, enters. 

S/he/it had occupied Ariobarzans these with 25 thousands of the infantries, the steep cliffs and on all steep, in the tops of which except the throwing of the dart the barbarians were standing, about the diligence to the quiet and with the being frightened you may imitate, while into the most close pharynxes the stream might enter. 

His men see to go on which where with the contempt, truly then the stones prone of the huge size through of the mountains roll down, which instilled more often with the lying underneath rocks more great strength were happening nor the one-each only, but the streams were crushing. 

With the farms likewise the cast out stones and the arrows on all were being heaped. 

Nor the most poor it with the strong men was being, but concerning unpunished, seized they might be chopped which with the rite of the wild beasts just as in the pit. 

With the anger then into the madness the turned eminence the stones of the surrounding, in order that towards the enemy they were reaching, one making smooth they were attempting to climb other. 

There with him/it/theirself of the much likewise with the hands limb-dislocated into them, which had agitated, were recoiling. 

Neither therefore were being able to stand nor to struggle, lest indeed with the tortoise to be covered, with so great millstones the barbarians were defeating the loads. 

I am shaped not only the king, but also the decency rashly into those straits of the concluded army was choking. 

The unconquered s/he/it had been before that day, the nothing in vain the darings: 

With impunity s/he/it had entered the pharynxes of Cilicia, the sea new with the each into Pamphylia had uncovered the journey: 

Then was sticking hesitate the seized luck nor the other remedy was being, as I have returned, which had came. 

And so with the indication to the retreat given with the thickened ranks and shields over the heads connected backwards to evade out of the straits s/he/it orders. 

30 the stades have been, which they have gone back over. 

The head 4 then with the camps on all with the open place situated not to consult only, which might be to be conducted, but the prophet likewise begins to summon from the superstition of the mind. 

But which then to predict [Aristander], to which the most much was believing out of the prophets, was being able? 

And so you sentence skilled of the places with the untimely sacrifices s/he/it orders to be assembled: 

Through Media the safe and open they were showing the journey. 

But the king to abandon was reddening thus the unburied soldiers with the delivered custom, in order that hardly any to the campaign so the religious rite was being the service as to be interred his/her/their. 

The prisoner of wars therefore, s/he/it had removed which recently, s/he/it orders to be called: 

Between which was being the certain to the Greek and Persian to the tongue died, which in vain affirms to lead him/it into Persia of the mountains with the back exercised: 

To be wooded rough tracks, hardly with the one-each passable: 

The everything to be protected with the foliages and involved the branchs of the trees the woods to entrust. 

Insomuch as Persia continual from the one brick with the continuous of the mountains is closed. 

This back, which into the length 1600, juts out into the width 170 stades, concerns from Caucasus mountain towards the red sea, the each has failed the mountain, the other fortification, the sea, opposite is. 

The plain then under the roots of the mountains spacious sinks down, fertile with the land and much women with the villages and cities crowded. 

Araxes the river through these plains of the much discloses into Medus you get water of the torrents: 

The ~fears towards the sea towards the noon more small verse of the river there, is exalted has taken which: 

And to the to be begat herb not the other is more suitable, whichsoever besets, with the flowers clothing. 

The plane-trees likewise and the peoples protect the banks, thus that at a distance with the going to see with the uninterrupted the woods of the banks are seen with the mountains. 

Obviously the overshadowed river falls down I press in the cavity of the suns, and they threaten the hills, to him/it/theirself likewise with the foliages of German farm-worker, the roots of them with the fluid entering. 

The area not the others whole more healthful Asia is had: 

The continuous dark yoke and shady combines the sky hence, the agitation lightens which, there the adjoin sea, which with the moderate warmth favours the lands. 

To these the prisoner of war explained asked from the king, might have is it not that with the hearing or eyes learned, which might say, the shepherd with himself to have been and has answered to have run through you are calloused the all them: 

The two-times capturing, the one-times from Persians in Lycia, again from him/it/theirself. 

The mind of the king the memory with the oracle of the high lot enters: 

Obviously with the consulting the answer was being, the leader into Persia of the bringing way Lycius the countryman to have been. 

Therefore with the promises, how great and the present need was expelling and the chance of him/it/theirself was capturing, loaded of the cabinet orders with the custom of Macedonians and, which well might turn, to show the journey although the steep and steep: 

The soon evading himself to be with the few, unless perhaps s/he/it was believing, him/it/theirself with the cause of the cattle might have gone which, Alexander on behalf of the glory and with the continuous praise not to be able to go. 

Also and also to teach the prisoner of war, as the difficult journey might be, especially you equip. 

Then the king,' the surety,' says,' with me you take! the nobody of them, which follow, soon rejecting to go, where you will lead. 

' With Craterus then towards the protection of the camps with the residue with the infantries, which had accustomed, and with them plenty, was leading which [Meleager], and with the arrow-armed horsemen 1000, anticipates, in order that with the appearance remaining of the camps more about the diligence commands to happen the fires, where more the barbarians may believe him/it/theirself king in the camps to be. 

Moreover, if perhaps had recognised Ariobarzans through the bends of the rough tracks with himself to enter and towards occupying might have tested to place opposite his/her/their journey the part of the plenty, Craterus might uphold him/it with the inflicted terror, towards more nearer the danger soon turning the stream: 

But if but him/it/theirself might have deceived the enemy and spurted might have occupied, when had heard clearly the commotion of the trembling barbarians, pursuing then the king it him/it/theirself journey, with which day before of the stroke had been, lest was doubting to advance: 

Obviously to have been empty with the enemies behind into himself own. 

Himself with the third silent watch with the stream and indeed not the trumpet with the given indication goes on towards explained journey of the rough tracks: 

The foods of the three days to carry the soldier s/he/it had ordered lightly armed. 

But besides the impassable cliffs and the steep stones, the step constantly deceiving, the heaped snow with the wind was wearying advancing: 

Obviously just as into the pits conveyed they were being drunk and, when from the comrades they were being lifted, they were drawing more contributory, they were following which. 

The night likewise and the unknown area and the leader uncertain or enough faithful were multiplying the fear: 

If had deceived the guards, as if the wild beasts themselves to be able to be seized. 

Out of the one prisoner of war or faith even with the soul to pay and the health of the king and his/her/their. 

At last they have came into the yoke. 

From the pledge the journey was being towards him/it/theirself [Ariobarzanen]. 

This Philota and the eye-salve with Amynta and Polypercont, unencumbered having of the underworlds, relinquishes, reminded, as, because and the horseman to the infantry might go mixed and as might be most fat fertile of the suns and fodder, slowly might proceed: 

The leaders were being about the prisoner of wars of the journey given. 

Him/it/theirself with the squires and wing, which the royal bodyguard were calling, the steep path, but more far from the outposts of the enemies the remote much with the shaking has proceeded. 

Was being middle day and you weary necessary you will be able: 

Obviously just as much of the journey was remaining, how great they had measured out, but less you anticipate and of the steep place. 

And so with the rebuilt with the food and sleep to the soldiers the second watch rises. 

And indeed for the rest not scarcely s/he/it disregards: 

Moreover, which with himself of the continual mountains gradually about more level drops, the huge deep hole hollow with the assembly had broken the journey of the torrents. 

Towards this the branchs of the trees of the other elsewhere involved and touching as had objected continuous the hedge. 

The desperation then huge, so far that hardly with the tears they were withholding, had advanced. 

Especially the darkness was being to the terror: 

For even if which stars were inter-shining, with the bordering foliage the hidden trees were hindering to observe. 

Lest indeed the use of the ears was remaining, the woods with the shaking wind, which with the assembling branchs was publishing more great which on behalf of the blowing the noise. 

At last the awaited light in all respects, the night had made more frightful which, lessens: 

With the short space was being able to be encircled the flowing outs, and to himself the each leader of the journey had began to happen. 

They evade therefore into the high whirlpool: 

Out of which with the visible outpost of the enemies energetically the armed men from the back with himself fearing show the nothing such, the few of which, which were being to meet of the daring, chopped are. 

And so hence of the dying of the groan, hence towards his men of the returning the wretched shape the entireties likewise, before might test the crisis, averts into the flight. 

With the roar then into the camps, which Craterus was presiding, with the inflicted towards occupying straits, in which day before had stuck, the soldier is reared. 

Likewise and Philotas with Polypercont and Amynta and Coenus the diverse journey to advance has inflicted other of the order [terorrem] with the barbarians. 

On all therefore with the flashing arms of Macedonians with the doubtful evil memorable I have suppressed yet the battle they publish. 

As I suppose, the need whets the idleness with the each and often the desperation of the hope the cause is. 

The nude they were being embraced the armed men and with the huge with the mass with himself of the bodies the land removing with the darts of themselves and they were digging most. 

Ariobarzans yet 40 nearly with the horsemen and 5 thousands of the infantries crowded through the middle sharpness of Macedonians with the much with the blood of his properties and enemies s/he/it has erupted, [Persepolim] the city, the head of the area, to occupy hastening. 

But from the guards of the city removed followed energetically with the enemies with the all men of the flight with the comrades with the renewed battle s/he/it has fallen. 

Craterus likewise hurriedly with the stream conducted comes up. 

The head 5 King with same place, with which had poured the plenty of the enemies, strengthens the camps. 

Indeed the any on all the routed enemies had relinquished the victory, yet very high and the steep ditchs opposite with the more places had broken the journey, and slowly and cautiously to be advanced it had, I will go not of the enemies, but with the suspected fraud of the places. 

To the proceeding that letter they are returned from Tiridat, with the guard to the regal money, the indicating them, which might be in the city, with the heard with the arrival of him/it to wish to tear apart the treasures: 

S/he/it might hurry to occupy the low-lying treasures: 

The unencumbered journey to be, the river may flow between whichsoever Araxes. 

You rule more justly the no strength I might have recommended which speed: 

With the walking residues with the plenty with the whole night borne with the horsemen weary of the journey with the so great space about [Araxen] with the first light s/he/it reaches. 

The villages were being in the relative: 

With which destroyed s/he/it has induced the bridge out of the wood of them with the subordinate stones energetically. 

And now not at a distance with the city they were being, with the wretched the stream, between the only a few of the chance the examples mentioning, opposes to the king. 

The prisoner of wars were being Greek towards 4 thousands almost, had affected which to the different Persian of the punishments only. 

The other with the feet, they had reserved certain with the hands and ears amputated and branded notable of the barbarian letters into the long the mockery of his man: 

And, with himself with the each of the foreign authority they might sift to be, they have opposed willing to the king they had hindered not. 

The unvisited likenesses, not the men were being seen nor any in those besides the voice was being able to be recognised. 

The more then have displaced the tears, themselves had poured which: 

Obviously into so with the multi-layered and indeed the different chance of the one-each with the considering you may imitate, but yet the unequal penalties, which especially might be wretched, was being able not have left. 

As truly Jupiter those at last have summoned the avenger of Greece to have uncovered the eyes, the all men with the equal punishment of the disposition to himself were being seen. 

King with the banished, had poured which, with the tears the good to have orders the mind: 

Soon seeing his/her/their cities and the spouses and the children. 

The camps thence two from the city the stades strengthens. 

Greeks had passed with the stake soon weighing, might petition the most drunk which from the king: 

Whenever with the other the seat in Asia to ask, with the other I have returned the houses s/he/it might please, [Euctemon] Cymaeus thus spoken towards them is brought: 

' I have gone, which but also towards the power petitioning out of the darknesses and prison we have reddened to proceed, as now is, may shame more our punishments of which us or may displease, is uncertain to show to Greece just as the happy show we wish. 

But most well bring the miseries, which hide, nor any so the familiar friend is with the unfortunate Fatherland, which the solitude and the positions of the ancestor with the forgetfulness. 

For which put much in the pity of his/her/their, disregard, as quickly the tears may become dry. 

The nobody faithfully selects, disdains which: 

For and the loss is complaining and the arrogant luck. 

Thus his/her/their the each has the chance in the debate, when weighs about the foreign. 

Unless mutually of the wretched person we were being, formerly one some we might have been able to be with the loathing: 

Which is wonderful lucky always I may prepare to ask? 

I entreat you, formerly with the life of the dead person we may ask the place, in which the half-eaten this we may overwhelm. 

With the thank forwards with the spouses, we have led which young men, we will be returned! 

The children in the flower and of the age and things the detriments will recognise the fathers of the prison! 

And the how numbered part of our man so many is able to fall the lands? 

At a distance with Europe into the most far of Eastern lands the banished, the old men, weak, with the ancestor of the members with the part worsted we will bear of course, which have wearied the armed men and the conquerors. 

The spouses then, which to the captured the chance and the need has connected the single comfort, and we draw the small children with us or we relinquish? 

With these coming the nobody will wish to recognise: 

We will relinquish therefore immediately the present pledges, when uncertain is, or we may be soon seeing that way, we petition which? 

Between these to be lain hidden s/he/it is, which have began to know us wretched persons. 

' These [Euctemon]. 

Against the Athenian Theaetetus the webs is to say: 

The conscientious nobody with the condition of the body his/her/their soon valuing, certainly with the rage you requite, not with the nature calamitous. 

To be worthy with the all evil, which might redden accidentally: 

Indeed the sad about the mortality to bring the opinion and to despair the pity, because him/it/theirself of the other may be soon denying. 

The gods, because themselves might be never to choose of the daring, to offer: 

Fatherland, the spouses, free and, buy back whichsoever the men or the life value even with the death. 

That those out of this prison might erupt? 

The other at home to be drunk of the sky, other observed of the light. 

The customs, you consecrate!, the trade of the tongue also from the barbarians I have desired: 

The inborn which themselves may be soon omiting with his/her/their free will, not on account of the other so calamitous, as concerning with those to miss of the compulsion might be. 

Himself surely soon returning towards Penateses and into Fatherland and with the so great kindness you rule soon using: 

If which of the band and children, which the slavery [cogisset] to recognise, the love might hinder, might relinquish, with which the nothing Fatherland is more dear. 

The few have been of this opinion: 

The other the habit, more drunk nature, has conquered. 

They have agreed, to be petitioning from the king, in order that s/he/it was assigning some with themselves the seat. 

100 towards this chosen they are: 

Which the established Alexander, him/it/theirself was thinking to excel which, soon petitioning,' O mules,' says,' to be assigned, which might bear you, and with the one-each I have ordered to be given the thousands of you the denarius. 

When you have returned into Greece, I will be better, lest which his/her/their position, if the loss is away these, with your may believe to be more good. 

' Those with the rising tears were considering nor the land either to raise the faces or were intending to speak: 

At last with the king to the sadness the cause expelling [Euctemon] like with them, which in the debate had said, has answered. 

And that not to the chance only of them, but also to the repentance pitied the three each thousands the denarius with the one-each has ordered to be given: 

The tenth garments are added and the herd with the cattle and grain given, in order that ascribed of the distaff and whey with them the field was being able. 

The head 6 Posterus the day teaches the assembled leaders of the plenty, more unsafe nobody the city with Greeks to be, which palace of the ancients of Persia of the kings. 

Hence the immeasurable that the streams poured in: 

Hence more ahead Dareum, then Xerxes pretty wicked to Europe to have inflicted. 

With the ruin of that to be appeasing the dead with the ancestors. 

And I will go with the deserted town of the barbarian, which each the fear was conducting, had scattered, when the king hesitant induces the phalanx the nothing. 

The regal wealth partly had assaulted the much stuffed cities, had taken the part into the faith, but the wealth of the city of this have conquered the pasts. 

Into this the barbarians had collected the powers of the whole Persia: 

The gold and the silver was being heaped, the huge garment the manner, the furniture not towards the use, but towards the exhibition of the luxury prepared. 

And so between themselves conquerors with the iron s/he/it was being fought: 

On behalf of the enemy s/he/it was being, which had occupied more rich in the booty: 

And when the everything, which were receiving, might be able to capture not, now the things were being occupied not, but were being valued. 

They were mangling the regal garments, towards himself each the part drawing: 

With the axes of the rich in skill the vessels were chopping: 

The nothing neither untouched s/he/it was being nor whole s/he/it was being brought: 

The steep ascents of the likenesses the members, as the each had wrested, was drawing. 

Nor with the greed only, but also the cruelty is in the captured with the city proceeded: 

With the gold and silver laden cheap the bodies of the prisoner of wars were slaughtering, and everywhere hostile were being chopped, had made which before the price of the wretched his property. 

The much therefore have occupied the willing hand of the enemies with the death, most rich in placed on of the garments out of the walls him/it himself with the spouses and children into the steep throwing. 

The certain the fires, the soon making enemy was being seen which somewhat after, had exposed with the temples, as when of the alive swine were being burned. 

At last the king with the bodies and habitation of the women has ordered to withhold his/her/their. 

The huge to the captured money the manner is delivered, near in order that passes the faith. 

Moreover either about the others likewise we will doubt or we will believe in the treasure of this city to have been 100 and 20 thousands the talent: 

Towards which bearing insomuch as towards the uses of the war with himself s/he/it had decided to carry the mules and the camels and from Susas and from Babylon s/he/it has ordered to be dealt. 

Have constituted the talent towards this most high of the money with the captured Parsagadas six thousands. 

Cyrus with Parsagada had placed the city: 

As with Alexander the prefect of him/it has delivered Cobars. 

The king orders to see the citadel with Persepolas with the three thousands forsaken of Macedonians with the protection [Nicarchiden]. 

Of Tiridatus likewise, which had delivered the treasure, is the protected honour, had which at Dareus: 

And great with the part and hindrances of the army there forsaken Parmeniona and has placed in charge Craterus. 

Himself with thousand horsemen and with the unencumbered hand of the infantries the star of Pleiadeses has petitioned the those within of Persia the area under him/it/theirself and with the much rains and near with the insufferable season vexed to proceed yet, where had stretched, has persisted. 

S/he/it was being the wind overgrown towards the journey with the continuous with the snows, the frost of the cold of the strength had bound which, and the squalor and of the places the impassable solitudes were frightening the weary soldier, have seen the boundaries of the human things with himself believing. 

The huge everything and without the any the human habitations astonished with the step were considering and, before the light likewise and the sky might fail themselves, I have returned were ordering. 

The king to chastise has refrained frightened: 

Moreover him/it/theirself with the horse has leaped down and the feet through the snows and begins to advance the composed ice. 

Have reddened not to follow the first friends, then of the plenty you will lead, towards the most far the soldiers: 

And the first king with the pick-axe has made the ice the breaking through journey to himself, the example of the other king imitated are. 

At last just about the impassable woods of the measured out human affair the habitations the rare steps and everywhere erring the flocks of the cattle have discovered. 

But the inhabitants, which with the scattered cottages were inhabiting, with himself impassable rough tracks surrounded might have believed to be, as have observed the stream of the enemies, with the killed, which fleeing were being able to accompany not, the out-of-the-way mountains and have petitioned with the snows overgrown. 

Thence through the talks of the prisoner of wars gradually with the wildness softened they have delivered with himself to the king. 

Nor into the devoted more heavy decision. 

You lay waste thence with the fields of Persia and turn with the many reduced into the power came is into the warlike tribe of Marduses and much from the other Persians with the habitation to the life abhoring. 

The caves in the mountains dig, into which you follow! and the spouses and the children put. 

With the meat of the cattle or wild beasts they feed on. 

Lest indeed with the women on behalf of more soft condition of the nature the natures are: 

The hairs hairy jut out, the garment is over the knees. 

With the sling they bind the front: 

This and the equipment of the head and the dart is. 

But this likewise the tribe he/it same the attack of the chance has subdued. 

And so with the thirtieth day, after before the progresses of Persepolus s/he/it was being, to the same place s/he/it has returned. 

S/he/it has given the gifts then with the friendly and other on behalf of the merit of the each: 

Just about in all respects, which in that city had captured, distributed. 

The head 7 Ceterum huge the good woman of the mind, that innate character, which has preceded the all kings, that in the entering dangers the perseverance, in things struggling and effecting the speed, into the devoted the faith, into the prisoner of wars the mercy, in pleasures relinquished likewise and you use everyday the moderation, has defiled not with the bearable with the enthusiasm of the wine. 

With the enemy and rival of the power renewing most particularly the war, recently with the conquered, had conquered which, and the new command with the despising about the day was entering the feasts, with which the women were concerning, indeed not which to be violated the sin might be, obviously the mistresses, more bold was becoming which with the armed man to live accustomed. 

Out of these one with Thaas, and the drunken him/it/theirself, most great at the all Greeks soon entering affirms the gratitude, if had ordered of the fire the palace of Persians: 

To await with this them, the barbarians might have erased the cities of which. 

With the drunk harlot about the so great with the thing bringing the opinion the single and one, and to him/it/theirself wine loaded, they assent to. 

The king likewise has been more greedy, as more patient. 

' That then, s/he/it says, we avenge Greece and with the city we supply the torchs? 

' The all men had grown hot with the wine: 

And so drunken towards rousing city they rise, to which the armed men had forbade. 

The first king has injected the fire to the palace, then of the guest and attendant and the mistresses. 

With the much cedar built the palace was being, which quickly with the conceived fire widely has poured the fire. 

Because where of the army, which not at a distance with the city was stretching, has observed, the accident established towards the power bringing assembles. 

But as towards the entrance of the palace came s/he/it is, the king him/it/theirself hitherto piling the torchs see. 

Omitted then, they had carried which, with the water to the fire they have began to lie the suitable wood into the fire. 

The palace of the whole Eastern lands has had this exit, from where so many tribes before were petitioning the laws, Fatherland so many kings, single formerly to Greece the terror, ground thousand the division and the armies ships, with which Europe is overflowed with the built sea to the masses and with the pierced mountains, into the caves of which the sea is inserted. 

And indeed not so long with the age, which the ruin of him/it has followed, has appeared again. 

The kings of Macedonians have had the others cities, Parthians have which now: 

The step of this might be discovered not, unless the river was showing Araxes. 

Not at a distance with the fortifications s/he/it had flowed: 

Thence the city to have been 20 stades magic distant believe as the neighbours know. 

S/he/it was shaming Macedonians so the splendid city from the carousing king erased to be. 

And so the thing is in serious turned and they have commanded to himself, in order that they were believing there chiefly only to have been erasing. 

Him/it/theirself, as the first you will burden! with the drunkenness the mind quiet has returned, agrees to have displeased and to have said, more great penalties with Greeks Persians soon giving to have been, if him/it/theirself in the throne and palace of Xerxes compressed to observe were being. 

With the following day to Lycius, of the journey, with which s/he/it had entered Persia, to the leader,30 talents to the gift s/he/it has given. 

Hence into the area to Media s/he/it has gone over, where the reinforcement of the new out of Cilicia of the soldiers opposes. 

Of the infantries 5 thousands were being, the horsemen thousand: 

And of the skin [Platon] Athenian was being present. 

With these plenty of the growth Dareum decides to pursue. 

Had reached the head 8 that now with Ecbatana. 

The head to Media the city this: 

Now Parthians hold and they summer camps with the advocates the seat is. 

To approach then Bactra had decided, but feared, lest was being occupied with the speed of Alexander, the debate and has moved the journey. 

Alexander was being away the stades 1500 from him/it, but now the no interval long facing the speed the enough of him/it was being seen. 

And so with the battle more s/he/it was preparing which to the flight with himself. 

30 thousands of the infantries were following, in which of Greeks 4 thousands were being, with the faith to that towards the king towards the most far you excite!. 

Of the slingers likewise and the hand of the archers 4 thousands had filled: 

Besides these 3 thousands and 300 horsemen were being, especially of Bactrianuses. 

Bessus was being present, the prefect of the Bactrian area. 

With this stream the little bit has avoided with the military way with the orders to precede with the camp-followers and with the guards of the hindrances. 

With the debate then called,' if with the lazy,' s/he/it says,' and the chance with me might have joined such of the more whoever the life with the distinguished death with the valuing, I might be silent rather, as in vain I might destroy the words. 

But with the ancestor, as I might wish, with the lesson and your strength and the faith tested more also I must to strain, in order that worthy with the suchs friends I am, as to doubt, or of you may imitate hitherto of the thirst. 

Out of so many thousands, which have been under the command my, the two-times me living, the two-times fleeing you have pursued. 

Your faith and constant, in order that the king with me I believe to be, makes. 

Reign the traitors and the deserters in my cities: 

Not, with Hercules, because with the so great honour worthy they are had, but in order that with the prizes of them of you the minds are disturbed. 

You have preferred to follow my chance yet as of the conqueror, most worthy, with which, if I am able not, the gods on behalf of me may refer the gratitude. 

And, by Hercules, they will refer. 

The nobody will be so the deaf posterity, no so the unpleasant rumour, which not into the sky may bring you with the due praises. 

And so even if the debate to the flight, from which the mind abhors much, I might have stirred, your yet with the strength I might have gone the reliances against with the enemy. 

Indeed until what time in the power I will be banished and through the boundaries of my command I will flee outward and the foreigner king, when s/he/it is permitted the chance of the war with the tested or to renew, I have lost which, or with the distinguished death to finish? 

Unless the better chance is to await the arbitration and Mazaeuses of the conqueror and with Mithrenas to the example obtained by prayer to take the power of the nation of the one, in order that now that to his/her/their glory prefers which to the anger of the compliance. 

Nor the gods will have allowed, as this the glory of my head either to remove to me with the any or may be able to give: 

Nor I this command alive I will lose, he/it will be and the same of my power, which breath, you finish. 

If this mind, if this law, of the nobody not the borne freedom is: 

The nobody out of you the loathing of Macedonians, the nobody will be collected to bring the arrogant face. 

His/her/their to the each the pledge either will bear the revenge so many evils or the boundary. 

Truly, as the live-able chance may be, the lesson him/it/theirself I am nor unjustly more mild turns of him/it I await. 

But if the just and conscientious the wars the gods avoid, with the chances yet with the men will be permitted honourably to the custom. 

Through I you the glories of the ancestors, which have held the powers of the whole Eastern lands with the memorable praise, through those men, to which Macedonia formerly has brought the tribute, through so many the divisions into Greece sent ships, through so many trophies of the kings I beg and I implore, as with your nobility and you may capture the worthy breaths of the tribe, as same perseverance of the minds, you have borne which pasts, you may test, the chance will have brought whichsoever then: 

Me surely into the continuous either the singular victory will make known or with the battle. 

' The head 9 this with the saying Dareus of the present danger the appearance of the all men likewise had grazed the hearts and the minds with the shivering, nor either was being at hand the debate or the voice: 

When Artabazus, most ancient of the friends, which host to have been of Philippi above we have said,' truly us,' says,' the most rich in garment of the putting-on and with the arms, with the how great most great habitation we are able, equipped we will follow the king into the sharpness, indeed there with the mind, in order that we expect the victory, we may reject not the death. 

' With the assent other have removed this voice, but Nabarzans, which was being in same debate, with Bessus unheard before with the society entered of the deed his/her/their king through the soldiers, with which both were being present, have caught firmly and had decided to bind, with that mind, as, if Alexander themselves had followed, with the delivered alive king might enter the gratitude of the conqueror, great surely to have captured Dareus soon valuing, but if but have escaped him/it might have been able, with the killed Dareus themselves might occupy the power and might renew the war. 

This parricide when by day they had rolled, Nabarzans approached to the criminal hope preparing,' with the cognisant me,' s/he/it says,' the opinion to be soon saying with the first appearance by no means with your ears pleasing. 

But the doctors likewise look after more heavy sicknesses with the rude remedies and the helmsman, where the shipwreck fears, soon throwing, whichsoever is able to be protected, buys back. 

I yet, not in order that indeed you make the forfeiture, I urge, but as you and your power with the healthful account you may preserve. 

With the opposite gods we enter the war, and the persevering chance abandons not Persians to push. 

With the new beginnings and omens the need is. 

The divination and the command meanwhile of the other you deliver!, which so long the king will be driven to, while Asia may withdraw of the enemy, the conqueror then may return the power to you. 

With this but short the account promises future. 

With the untouched Bactra they are, in of Indian and Saca your power: 

So many peoples so many armies, so many the thousands horsemen and infantries towards renewing strengths prepared have, in order that the ancestor of the war remains the masses, as drained may be. 

Which we destroy with the rite of the beasts into the ruin not necessary? 

Of the strong men s/he/it is more the death to think little of, as to hate the life. 

Often with the weariness of the effort lazy his/her/their towards the cheapness they are forced. 

But the nothing the strength inexperienced omits. 

But most beyond the death is of the all men: 

Towards which not lazy the enough iris s/he/it is. 

Hence if Bactra, the most safe which the receptacle is, we petition, placed in charge we may decide Bessus of the area of him/it the king of the time with the gratitude: 

With the well-arranged things to the just king to you of the trusts s/he/it will restore the command. 

' Not is wonderful Dareum not to have combined with the mind, whichsoever, so to the wicked voice the how great the sin was being underneath, was lying hidden. 

Thus,' most bad,' says,' of the contractors, longed for to you have discovered the time, with which you might uncover the parricide! 

' And with the tight scimitar soon killing was being seen him/it, if quickly Bessus and Bactrianuses, as if might beg, with the appearance of the sad, moreover, if was persisting, soon binding, might have stood around. 

Nabarzans meanwhile of the lapse, soon and Bessus followed: 

The plenty, with which they were being present, from the other army soon entering the debate they order to withdraw the secret. 

Artabazus fitting to the present chance the opinion began to soften Dareus, of the times repeatedly admonishing, begins: 

S/he/it might bring with the level mind of the such whoever, of his/her/their yet even the folly or the error. 

To pursue now the heavy Alexander, even if the all men might be at hand: 

The future which, if pursued they are alienated the flight of him/it/theirself? 

Scarcely s/he/it has obeyed with Artabazus and, whichsoever the camps have moved had decided, you disturb yet with the minds of the all men to the same place in the place has halted. 

But astonished the sadness likewise and has included with the desperation to the tent himself. 

Therefore in the camps, which of the no one were being ruled with the command, different the movements of the minds were being nor into the common property, as before, was being consulted. 

The leader of the Greek soldiers [Patron] orders the arms to capture his/her/their and prepared to be towards performing command: 

Persians had withdrawn: 

Bessus was being with Bactrianas and was testing Persians to detach, with Bactra and of the untouched area you enrich! and likewise, which with the remaining might pursue, the dangers showing. 

Same of the all Persians almost has been the voice, the sin to be to be abandoned the king. 

Between these Artabazus with the imperial all men was performing with the duties: 

That the tents of Persians to encircle, to encourage, to remind now the one-each, has stopped now the whole worlds not before, the enough which commanded might be agreed soon making. 

He/it same scarcely from Dareus has obtained, in order that was capturing the food and might turn towards the mind with the things. 

The head 10 but Bessus and Nabarzans formerly stirring the crime the attendants decide to perform with the enthusiasm of the power: 

With Dareus but unharmed they were being able to expect not the so great powers. 

Obviously in those tribes of the kings the select greatness is: 

Towards the name likewise the barbarians convene, and former the veneration to the chance follows the enemy. 

Area was blowing into the wicked minds, to which they were being present, with the arms and men and space of the places of the nobody of them tribes the second: 

Holds the third part to Asia, the multitude of the younger men of the army, Dareus had lost which, was leveling. 

And so not that only, but also they were scorning Alexander, thence you are green of the command soon repeating, if with them of the power s/he/it had touched to acquire. 

By day with the all intentionses has pleased the king to catch firmly through the Bactrian resolved soldiers towards the all compliance and to be sent the message towards Alexander, which might indicate alive to be kept him/it: 

If, were fearing it concerning, the treason despised it might have, soon killing Dareum and Bactra with the hand of his/her/their tribes soon petitioning. 

Moreover openly to be caught firmly Dareus was being able to be ruled not the power so many with the thousands soon bringing Persians: 

Of Greeks likewise the faith was being feared and Ita were being able not which with the strength, with the fraud test to overtake: 

They had decided to imitate the repentance of the revolt and to excuse at the king his/her/their confusion. 

Meanwhile, which might disturb Persians, are sent. 

Hence with the hope, hence with the fear they live the military minds: 

To the fall of the things to supply those the cattle-fodders, into the ruin to be drew, may extend soon removing with Bactra them with the goods and wealth, may be able to conceive not with the minds which. 

Artabazus comes up these with the stirring whether with the order of the king or with his/her/their free will affirming, to be the softened Dareum and same with those the step of the friendship to suffer at the king. 

Those sheding tears now to purge himself, now Artabazum to beg, in order that was seeing the cause of themselves and might bear the prayers. 

Thus with the disturbed night under the groves emerging Bessus and Nabarzans praetorian with the Bactrian soldiers in the entrance were aiding, the title of the solemn duty to the hidden crime preferring. 

Dareus with the indication towards going given mounts the chariot with the former custom. 

Nabarzans and the sinking down grounds of the other killer of relative, which somewhat after in the chains was being soon having, have supported to be adored, the tears also the signs of the repentance have poured: 

So far with the human natures the prepared pretence is. 

The prayers then suppliantly applied Dareus, with the nature the single and mild, not to believe only, which were affirming, but to cry also [cogerunt]. 

And indeed not then of the deliberate crime has displeased, when they were considering such and they might deceive the king and the man. 

Indeed that, carefree of the danger, which was pursuing, the hand of Alexander, was fearing the only which, was hurrying have escaped. 

The head 11 [Patron] but, the leader of Greeks, anticipates with his/her/their, as the arms, which in the packs before were being brought, might put on, towards the all his/her/their command of the prepared and eager. 

Him/it/theirself the chariot of the king was following to the opportunity threatening him/it addressing, obviously the deed of Bessus had presentiment. 

But Bessus it the fearing him/it/theirself, the guard more truly as Count, was receding not from the chariot. 

By day therefore [Patron] hesitant and more often with the conversation revived, between the faith and the fear sticking hesitate, s/he/it was considering the king. 

Which as turns towards at last the eyes, orders to inquire [Bubacen] the eunuch between the neighbours the chariot following, may wish to say now to him/it/theirself. 

Of Fathers, with the true himself, but with the remote eye-witnesses to wish to speak with him/it, has answered and the order more near to constitute without the interpreter for not you bellow to the Greek tongue Dareus was being,' King,' says,' out of 50 thousands of Greeks we remain of the few, the comrades of the all your chance and in your this with the position it same, which with the blooming you we have been, you will have selected the whichevers lands, on behalf of Fatherland and household members to the things soon petitioning. 

The following opposite and your things have connected us with you. 

Through this unconquered faith I beg and I implore, in our camps to you the tent you decide!, us the guards of your body you may suffer to be. 

We have omitted Greece, with the no Bactra they are with us: 

The all hope into you, if only also with the other might be. 

S/he/it restrains not the mores to be said. 

The protection of your body outward and with the stranger I might require not, if I was believing other to be able to be better. 

' Bessus whichsoever was being ignorant of the Greek conversation, yet with the inciting conscience the evidence surely was believing to have conveyed Patron: 

And to the interpreter referred with the conversation of Greek the removed doubt is. 

Dareus but, the how great out of the face was being able to be conceived, not reasonably frightened to inquire with Patrona the cause of the debate, which might report, begins. 

That not beyond delaying established,' Bessus,' says,' and Nabarzans lie in ambush to you: 

In the most far crisis you are to your chance and to the life: 

This day either with the killer of relatives or to you future most far. 

' And indeed [Patron] s/he/it had brought singular the glory of the preserved king. 

They may elude me s/he/it is permitted, with which perhaps rashly I have wished the human pains and to be conducted persuaded s/he/it is: 

Truly to the utterance I might have believed and with the debt of the hidden causes and much before the each his man of the resolved they have run through the rank with the unchangeable law. 

Dareus surely has answered, whichsoever to himself the faith of the Greek soldiers may be notable, never yet from his/her/their compatriots soon receding. 

More difficult to himself to be to sentence, which to be cheated. 

[Quidquid] the chance might have brought, between his men to endure fully to prefer, which deserter to happen. 

With the late himself to die, if well his/her/their soldiers were being unwilling to be. 

With the desperate of Fathers of the king with the health towards them, with which s/he/it was being present, s/he/it has returned, in all respects on behalf of the faith to test the preparations. 

The head 12 but Bessus killing immediately had captured the attack of the king. 

But feared, lest the gratitude of Alexander, unless s/he/it had delivered the alive him/it, s/he/it might be able to enter not, I make wider the gratitudes into the most nearest night of the crime with the debate to conduct to the king s/he/it begins, which of the faithless man you lie in ambush, I will go the powers of Alexander observing, wisely and might have avoided cautiously. 

The gift him/it with the enemy soon bringing to have been the head of the king. 

Nor to marvel the man hired with the pay the everything for sale to have: 

Without the pledge, without the home, the exile of the lands of the circle, the doubtful enemy towards the nod of the bold to be publicised. 

With the purging then with himself and you may testify the paternal gods to his/her/their faith calling upon Dareus with the face was assenting to, not doubtful, that the springs might be conveyed from Greeks: 

But there of the things came s/he/it was being, in order that so dangerous s/he/it was being not to believe with his/her/their, which to be cheated. 

30 thousands were being, bent of which into the crime the levity was being feared: 

4 thousands [Patron] s/he/it was having: 

With which if s/he/it had believed his/her/their health with the condemned with the faith of the compatriots, to the parricide s/he/it was seeing to be offered the excuse. 

And so s/he/it was preferring unjustly which justly to be violated. 

With Bessus yet of the ambushes the debate purging has answered, of Alexander to himself not less the justice which strength to be examined. 

To be deceived them, which from him/it of the treason may await the prize: 

To the violated faith more sharp nobody to have been the defender and the avenger. 

And now the night was assailing, with the usual custom of Persian with the situated arms towards the necessities out of the most nearest village bringing they wander. 

But of Bactrianus, as soon commanding s/he/it was being from Bessus, the armed men were standing. 

Between these Dareus orders to be invited Artabazus, and with the explained, which [Patron] had conveyed, not to doubt Artabazus, that to be gone over might be into the camps of Greeks: 

Persians with the each common danger soon following. 

The resolved to his/her/their lot and I will go patient of the healthful no one of the debate single in that chance the power Artabazum, the most far that soon seeing, surrounds and overspread with the borrowed tears orders clinging to himself I have wrested: 

With the head then veiled, lest between the groans s/he/it was considering departing just as from the funeral pyre, into the ground the prone body has abandoned. 

Truly then to the protection of the accustomed him/it, s/he/it was oughting to see which the health of the king even with the dangers to the life, dispersed they have with the fear, you equip, they were believing to approach which now, not with the raft you obey the future himself. 

The huge therefore in the tent the solitude was being with the little eunuchs, because, where they might depart, they were having not, with the by-standers the king. 

But that with the remote eye-witnesses by day other and was rolling the other debate with the mind. 

And I will go the solitude, s/he/it had petitioned which somewhat before on behalf of the comfort, hated greatly [Bubacen] s/he/it orders to be called. 

Which considering,' you go!,' s/he/it says,' you consult! with you, towards the most far to your king, as s/he/it was becoming, with the faith presented. 

I here I await the law of the utterance with my. 

Perhaps you may marvel, because I will finish not the life: 

With the foreign crime as to my bad custom. 

' After this voice the eunuch with the groan not the tent only, but also has filled the camps. 

Others have invaded then and with the mangled garments with the mourning and have began to weep with the barbarian wailing the king. 

Persians astonished towards those with the shout borne with the fear nor the arms to capture, lest were happening into Bactrianuses, nor were intending to rest, lest were being seen wickedly to abandon the king. 

The different and dissonant the shout without the leader and was being referred without the command with the whole camps. 

To Bessus and Nabarzanuses his/her/their had announced, the king from it himself killed to be: 

The wailing had cheated them. 

And so with the quick horses they fly to following, they had chosen which towards the office of the crime: 

And when had entered the tent, because the eunuchs were indicating the king to live, I have caught firmly and have ordered to be bound. 

The king with the little chariot before borne and with the divinations and his properties of the gods to the honours the habitation with the outward nobody with the power applied the prisoner of war of his/her/their slaves into the dirty carriage with the skins on all protected is imposed. 

The money of the king and the furniture as if of the war justly is torn apart, and laden the booty through the most far crime borne stretch the flight. 

Artabazus with these, which with the command were obeying, and with the Greek soldiers [Parthienen] was petitioning, more safe everything of the killer of relatives with the contemplation established. 

Persians with the promises of Bessus the loaded, especially because the other nobody was being, might follow which, have connected with himself Bactrianas, the stream of them with the third of the overtook day. 

Lest yet the honour to the king was being had not, with the golden chainses they bind Dareus, the new mockeries constantly with the devising chance, and not with the strong with the habitation the area was being able to be recognised, with the dirty skins had covered the carriage: 

The unknown the mules were conducting: 

Lest with the inquiring in the stream s/he/it was being able to be showed, the guards at a distance were following. 

The head 13 Alexander with the heard, Dareum to have moved from Ecbatanas, with the omitted journey, which was petitioning into Media, goes on to follow energetically fleeing. 

Tabas the town is in Paraetacen most far reaches: 

To the ibis the deserters announce I may throw headlong with the flight with Bactra to petition Dareus. 

You inform! then s/he/it recognises out of Bagistan Babylonian: 

Not truly the bound king, but in the danger to be either of the death or chains s/he/it was affirming. 

King with the leaders assembled,' most great,' says,' the need, but the most short effort remains. 

Dareus not at a distance, destitute from his properties or suppressed: 

In that body is placed our victory and the so great thing of the speed is the prize. 

' The all men equally summon, the prepared themselves to follow: 

Neither to the effort nor to the danger s/he/it might forbear. 

Therefore indeed hurriedly the stream the running more as of the journey only leads not nocturnal with the quiet the daily effort loosening. 

And so 500 stades s/he/it has proceeded, and reached s/he/it was being into the village, in which Bessus had caught firmly Dareus. 

There the song, the interpreter of Dareus, is removed: 

With the body the sick person had been able to overtake not the stream and seized was imitating with the speed of the king the deserter with himself to be. 

Out of this s/he/it recognises the acts. 

But you weary the necessary quiet was being. 

And so with the picked men of the horsemen 6 thousands 300, they were calling which [dimachas], s/he/it adds: 

With the back these were carrying more heavy arms, were being borne moreover with the horses: 

When was asking the things and the place, the walking sharpness was being. 

These approach the conducting Alexander Orsiluses and Mithracens: 

To the two-thirds boneless had deserted the parricide and the stades 500 to be away were announcing Persians, themselves more short journey soon showing. 

The pleasing to the king the arrival of the deserters has been. 

And so the first evening with the leaders to same with the unencumbered with the hand of the horsemen advances the showed way with the phalanx, the how great might be able to hasten, to follow the orders. 

Him/it/theirself with the squared stream advancing thus was ruling the running, in order that the chiefs with the most far were being able to be connected. 

300 stades had proceeded, when Brochubelus opposes, the son of Mazaeus, to Syria formerly the praetor. 

He/it with the each deserter was announcing: 

' Of the two-thirdses not further as 200 stades to be away. 

Exercised, as which the nothing might guard, the in-well-arranged and disorderly to proceed. 

Hyrcania to be seen soon petitioning. 

If s/he/it was hastening to follow scattering, soon coming up. 

Dareum hitherto to live. 

' With the active otherwise the enthusiasm following the deserter had injected. 

And so with the subordinate spurs with the vast running they go. 

And now the roar of the enemies the journey advancing was being heard clearly, but the cloud of the dust had withdrawn the view. 

For a short time therefore has restrained the running, while the dust might alight. 

And now observed were being from the barbarians and the stream of the departing had observed, by no means of the future you obey, if with Bessus only of the mind had been towards the battle, the how great had been towards the parricide. 

Insomuch as and just now the barbarians were excelling and with the oak: 

Towards this rebuilt with the weary the contest they were being soon entering. 

But the name of Alexander and the rumour, most great in the war certainly the moment, averts fearful into the flight. 

Bessus to the truth and the sharers of the other deed of him/it have began to encourage the carriage of Dareus the overtook him/it, might mount the horse and with himself enemy flight might rescue. 

That testifies to aid the gods avengers and the faith of Alexander begging denies himself killer of relatives to wish to accompany. 

Truly then with the each anger of the attendant the darts conclude into the king and relinquish with the much stabbing with the wounds. 

The mules likewise, lest were being able to escort more far, cut with the two slaves, which were accompanying the king, with the killed. 

With the high this with the deed, in order that the flights were scattering the steps, Nabarzans Hyrcania, were petitioning Bessus with Bactra with the few of the horsemen accompanying. 

The barbarians destitute with the leaders, which each either was leading the hopes or the fear, were being scattered: 

500 only the horsemen had congregated himself, uncertain hitherto, to pause more well might be or have fled. 

Alexander of the enemies with the fear learned hurls Nicanor with the part of the horsemen towards restraining flight: 

Him/it/theirself with the other follows. 

Three nearly the thousands pausing are killed, the remaining stream untouched of the sheep with the custom was being conducted with the ordering king, in order that was being withheld with the murders. 

The nobody was being of the prisoner of wars, which might be able to show the carriage of Dareus: 

The one-each, in order that the each were catching, were scrutinizing, nor yet the any step to the flight of the king was standing out. 

The hastening Alexander hardly 3 thousands of the horsemen they have pursued. 

But into them, which more clinging were following, were happening whole the streams of the fleeing. 

Hardly credible with saying, the more prisoner of wars as, which might capture, were being: 

So far the chance inside had discarded the all feeling with the frightened, as neither the scarcity of the enemies nor they might sift his/her/their multitude enough. 

Meanwhile the mules, which were bearing Dareus, had stopped with the nobody ruling had withdrawn with the military way and error conveyed through four stades in the certain valley, with the agitation and likewise with the wounds O weary. 

Not at a distance the spring was being, towards which showed from the skilled Polystratus Macedonian with the thirst softened has constituted: 

And now the helmet drinks the drunk water, the web of the mules failing with the bodies fastened has observed. 

And marvelled, with the punctured rather as with the passed to be, s/he/it secures the groan of the half-alive man. 

And so with the custom of the human nature eager going to see, which with the carriage of the plaintiff thither might be placed, with the separated skins, with which concealed was being, Dareum punctured with the much wounds discovers. 

Indeed the regal the habitation and the bridle of a horses to the chain, which from the killer of relatives had been bound, were removing the doubt. 

Was being not without Dareus of the Greek conversation and was conducting with the gods the gratitudes, which after the so great evils and so heavy had granted this yet of the comfort, lest entirely in the solitude the limit was showering the breath. 

' And so with you,' s/he/it says,' with whichsoevers you are of the mortal, through the common the lot of the enemies, from which nor most great exempt of the kings to be with the present show you are reminded, to the funeral pyre and I beg, in order that this towards Alexander you bear my orders: 

The nothing of them, which far most sad I have endured fully, lest indeed this emerged of the incomparable loss thus heavy to me to have happened, as the single this, which after the so great into me and my the merits facing the most merciful conqueror with the enemy to be lived has been and now with the unpleasant to be died it has. 

But if where with the last with the vows of the poor at the gods the strength is and indeed with him/it/theirself breath that auspicious hears clearly the excessive prayers more mild some god and unharmed and far above the act of touching of my lot and the hatred of the chance the situation in the throne [Cyri] may expel the glorious age and remembering of his/her/their strength him/it to the mother and my children the place may suffer at himself to be, those with the faith and compliance will have merited which. 

But the willing destruction may follow the killer of relatives, Alexander will impose which, if not with the pity of the unfortunate enemy, even I hate of the deeds, and lest unpunished into of the other also may erupt the destruction of the kings and swines of him/it/theirself. 

' After these, with the thirst s/he/it might be choked, reported through Polystratus with the water restored,' therefore,' s/he/it says,' this also s/he/it has ought to constitute with the so great losses most outer, in order that well to the merit I am able to refer not the gratitude: 

But Alexander will refer, with the true Alexander the gods. 

' Prolongs the pledge then and I may go to Alexander to the regal faith the pledge of the iron ordering seized with the hand of Polystratus has breathed out the soul. 

Alexander or will have came up with the breathing hitherto, uncertain is: 

That agrees the plentiful tears to have poured with the wretched with the exit learned of the most wealthy king and at once with the cloak to himself removed the body to have covered and with the great with the honour towards his men to be conveyed to have ordered, in order that the area of Persians more great with the custom was being inflicted look aftering with the reminders. 

The in-gratitude of the men, from which on behalf of the most high kindnesses Dareus has borne the cruel destruction, whichsoever horrible with his/her/their with the nature and accursed, more conspicuous towards the posterity the disgrace has sentenced the wonderful faith of the certain dog, which from the all familiar friends to the abandoned case only has aided and, has brought which into the alive before himself the benevolence, has excelled with the dying each firmly. 

This the boundary of the life the lottery is that, were thinking to be affected which only with the indignity, unless were greeting the king of the kings and gods kindred: 

And with the great again with the trial approved s/he/it is: 

The nobody more to suffer to the chance, which with the mores of him/it same with the flatteries entangled the yoke of that with the whole neck will have received. 
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